NUDA   VERITAS	3OI
to belong to a big nation, there are greater opportunities if
one belongs to a small one.
As I got up to leave, the Minister asked if I would like to have
an"audience" of the King, and Nadej da promised to arranged
The next morning before I was awake the King's secretary
was announced. He had walked up six flights of stairs and
stood outside my bedroom door while he sent in his card.
I flung on my overcoat, powdered my nose and went out on
to the landing. A middle-aged gentleman with a beard
bowed low, and said the King would be pleased to receive me
at 11.30. The Palace he pointed out was just across the
Square opposite the hotel! I requested him to be good enough
to return and fetch me, for Ldid not fancy penetrating into the
precincts by myself.
The Palace had a curious air of quietude, as if metaphori-
cally the King whispered and walked on tiptoe so as not to
attract attention. So long as he remained quiet he might
remain undisturbed, and he certainly lived quietly with his
two sisters in the shadow of great uncertainty in the midst of
this peasant-governed land.
King Boris (the son of Ferdinand, who because he chose to
side with Germany in the War had been dethroned by defeat)
was a young man of twenty-eight, with a narrow well-bred face
and beautiful hands, rather sad and serious and lonely- He
received me in a big room that looked like a study rather than
a drawing-room, and four sets of doors confirmed his privacy.
He was pleasant mannered, simple and easy to talk to. Careful
without being cautious, liberal without being extreme. We
discussed the new changes that had taken place so recently in
Eastern Europe, and which were uppermost in Balkan minds.
This led us inevitably to Russia (I felt it was but a shallow step
from Bulgaria to Bolshevism, and it was rather piquant to
discuss Bolshevism with a king!). He attributed Russia's
chief problems to the condition of her railways, a subject which
interested him very much, and concerning which he was well
informed.

